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Immediately download (Audio) To get the downloadable product, simply fill out the order, and then open the confirmation email that you will receive at checkout. Click on the link in the confirmation email and the audiobook will start downloading. Audiobooks are delivered in M4B format, unless otherwise stated. Additional
download instructions for your particular device can be found on our digital download page of frequently asked immediate download questions (E-book) To get the downloadable product, just complete the order, and then open the confirmation of the order of the email you will receive at checkout. Click on the link in the
confirmation email and your e-book will start downloading. E-books are available in iBooks for iPad/iPhone (ePub) and Amazon Kindle (Mobi). Additional download instructions for your particular device can be found on our digital download page of the frequently asked questions Ta-Nehisi Avid readers know that with
business life, between work, family commitments, and just a general errand running, it can be hard to find time to sit down with a good book and get some reading done. Fortunately, the existence of audiobooks has made things much easier for us book lovers. Instead of cutting out allotted time to read, you can read on
the go, whether it's in the car on your way to pick up the kids, from grocery stores, or folding laundry. Since audio books have become all the rage in recent years, there is a seemingly infinite amount to choose from. We've scoured some of the latest releases and selected 14 audiobooks you'll want to read in 2020. With
everything from mystery to romance to self-help to true crime, there is something for everyone on this list. Get a bargain on the audiobook and e-book of our national bestsellers with these bundles! Save on our best-selling titles when you bundle a book into a hardcover audiobook! Reading a good book is great, but
listening to one recorded while you drive, fly, or just chill at home is a great way to match the good books in your life as well. Fortunately, even if there are great players in the audiobook market, there are many options to choose from. This week we want to know which one you think is best. Of course, there are one or
two big names everyone thinks about when they think about where they can buy or stream audiobooks (and we'll let you assign them on your own), but there are many other options that offer free books or a more specific selection of titles. Sound with your loved one in the discussions below! Let's hear your voice in the
discussions below! To vote, follow these recommendations: Follow this format for your voice, including bold print. If you don't think about it, it won't count: LOGO SCREENSHOT of THE BEST AUDIOBOOK SERVICE Vote: BEST AUDIOBOOK SERVICE Why: why this service is the best for audiobooks! Maybe it has the
widest selection, or a great companion app that makes listening easy. Maybe he has tons of free books. What makes it the one you would recommend others, and why? Do your job! Try to keep it in one paragraph, maybe two. Don't duplicate the nominations! Instead, if someone has appointed your choice, the star
(recommend) it to give it a boost and respond with your story instead. Please do not leave without logging, direct comments on this post. They're just going to be pushed down. Save your stories for the representations of others! If you're not sure what we mean, just check out the nominations of our writers below. We'll
give you a start and they all need to be in the proper format so you can just follow our example. Hive Five is our weekly series where you vote for your favorite apps and tools for any job. Any suggestion on the topic? Email us at tips'hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo by Johann Larsson. From podcasts organized by
investigative journalists to documentaries that shed light on unsolved crimes, delve into the dark world of murder and mystery by listening to the true audiobook of the crime. Embracing the chilling investigation of an elusive rapist-turned-murderer to a mesmerizing memoir in which a true crime addict reveals the real
consequences of his creepy obsession, these stories are too exciting not to be downloaded right now. Now, put down that psychological thriller and grab your headphones - there are 15 true crime audiobooks for binge-stream stat. 01 of 15 Ron Stallworth Black Klansman $21 store narrated: Ron Stallworth Length: 5
hours and 50 minutes In this true crime memoir, Ron Stallworth, the first black detective in the Colorado Springs Police Department history, tells of his experience infiltrating the Ku Klux Klan with the help of his white colleagues. PSA: Listen to Black Klansman before you see the main movie of the same name. 02 of
Michelle McNamara's 15 I'll Leave in the Dark $31 Store Narrated: Gabra zachman Lengt: 9 hours and 45 minutes Long-awaited I'll leave in the dark delves into the investigation of the mysterious Golden State Killer. He's the elusive rapist-turned-murderer who terrorized California in the 80s and 90s. 03 of 15 John E.
Douglas and Mark Olshaker Mindhunter $23 Shop told: Richard M. DavidsonLength: 15 Hours and 14 Minutes Mindhunter offers a behind-the-scenes look at John E. Douglas's 25-year career in the FBI Investigative Support Group. The detective, known for using psychological profiling to get into the minds of serial killers
and criminals, was also the subject of the Netflix original series of the same name. 04 of 15 John Carreyrou Bad Blood $32 Shop narrated: Will DamronLength: 11 hours and 36 minutes in bad blood, Will Dameron narrates John Kerrir in untangling Elizabeth Holmes, founder and CEO of the blood testing company
Theranos. She was recognized as a woman by Steve Jobs in Silicon Valley until she was identified as a fraud, that is. Described as an exciting story of the largest fraud since the days of Enron, this audiobook is a must-listen. 05 of 15 Roy Wentzle, Tim Potter, and L. Kelly, Hirst Laviana Bind, Bind, Kill the $28 Shop
Narrated: Keith Sellon-WrightLengt: 11 Hours and 6 Minutes This audiobook brings to life a book written by four award-winning journalists who have covered the notorious BTK serial killer case for more than 20 years. Bindi, Kill, Torture will have you chained up to the last second, even if you already know how the story
ends. 06 of James Renner's 15 True Crime Addict $25 Shop Narrated: James Renner Lengt: 6 Hours and 44 Minutes Written and Narrated by James Renner, a True Crime Addict memoir in which Renner chronicles his obsessive investigation into the mysterious disappearance of Maura Murray, and the effects that fixing
had on his life. Murray was a college student who went missing after a car accident in rural New Hampshire in 2004 and was never found. 07 of 15 Robert Caulker Lost Girls $31 Shop narrated: Sean PrattLength: 11 hours and 10 minutes In this true crime audiobook, narrator Sean Pratt tells award-winning journalist
Robert Caulker reporting on the search for a serial killer who is still at large on Long Island. Lost Girls boasts of unsolved murder and online prostitution, but don't take it for a fictional thriller - it's a true story. 08 of 15 Ryan Green You Think You Know Me $15 Shop Narrated: Steve WhiteLength: 3 Hours and 42 Minutes
You Think You Know Me Tells an Extremely Strange but True Story of Serial Killer Herb Baumeister and Horror at Fox Hollow Farm. No one will ever know for sure what happened, but this audiobook is a bestselling author's Ryan Greene's findings after what was discovered in Baumeister's suicide. 09 of 15 Edward Keys
Sample Michigan Murders $35 Shop told: Pete CrossLength: 15 hours and 2 minutes of Michigan Murder tells a compelling story about how a young Eastern Michigan University student turned serial killer eluded police and terrorized southeastern Michigan for two years in the 1960s. He was an all-American type,
studying primary education. 10 of 15 Story by Rabia Chaudri Adnan $28 Shop narrated: Rabia ChaudryLength: 14 hours and 31 minutes with 4.8 stars and over 4,988 reviews, Adnan's Story is one of the most rated true crime audiobooks on Audible. Fans of true crime podcasts recognize Adnan's name from the serial,
Sarah Koenig's compulsive listening series about the alleged killers. Adnan's story raises where the Serial goes, delving into previously undisclosed details about the case. 11 of 15 Simon Baatz Sample Girl on Velvet Swing $25 Shop narrated: Christina LakinLength: 10 hours and 24 minutes We don't want to give too
much about the Girl on the Velvet Swing, but it's about the events that followed after the rape occurred in the early 20th century. You will trust us when we tell you that this exciting, fascinating audiobook is well worth listening to. 12 out of 15 David Grann Killers Flower $28 Shop Narrated: Will Patton, Anne Marie Lee,
Danny Danny 9 hours and 4 minutes Convincing and utterly destructive, Killers Flower Moon is a work of narration of non-fiction that exposes one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history, as the description aptly puts it. Consider it requiring an audition for a chapter in American history that you didn't learn at
school. 13 of 15 Kirk Wallace Johnson Feather Thief $32 Shop told: McLeod AndrewsLength: 8 hours and 4 minutes Unlike other true crime audiobooks here, the pen thief is not connected to the murder. Instead, it's a gripping story about one of the biggest heist of the century, in which an obsessive lover steals one of
the most important collections of birds in natural history, and walks for free. You can't stop listening. 14 of Truman Capote's 15 Cold Blood $32 store told: Scott BrickLength: 14 hours and 27 minutes Don't miss out on Truman Capote investigative journalism masterpiece in cold blood. The family was killed in 1959, but
there was no apparent motive. Can Capote find out what happened? 15 of Eric Larson's 15 Devil's White City $32 Shop narrated: Scott BrickLength: 14 hours and 58 minutes Dive into the dark side of Chicago's 1893 Word's Fair in the Devil in the White City, which is based on real events. As it turned out, the fair was the
perfect breeding ground for a serial killer. Killer.
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